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INTRODUCTION 

Bottom hadrons will provide us with a rich and novel “laboratory” to study 

CP violation. Measurements of CP asymmetries in neutral B-meson decays into 

CP eigenstates [I, 21 can provide us with most valuable information. (For reviews 

see refs. [3,4].) Th y ‘11 11 e wi a ow us to address three fundamental questions: 

(i) Is the Kobayashi-M k as awa phase of the three generation Standard Model the 

only source of CP violation? 

So far, CP violation has been clearly observed only in the measurement of the 

e-parameter in the K” system. While the experimental value of E can be accommo- 

dated in the Standard Model, it does not by itself test this model. CP asymmetries 

in B” decays will provide us with an observation of CP violation in a different sys- 

tem and are subject to a clean theoretical interpretation. Thus, they will clearly 

test whether the single phase of the CKM matrix is the only source of CP violation. 

(ii) What are the exact values of the CKM parameters? 

The parameters of the CKM matrix are important physical quantities that 

merit careful measurement. Up to now, the determination of I&, and V& (or, 

equivalently, of ~13 and S in the standard parametrization) is lim ited in accuracy 

due to theoretical uncertainties in modeling b + u transitions and in hadronic 

matrix elements (Jo). CP asymmetries in B” decays provide us with a unique way 

to measure the CKM parameters. They measure relative phases between various 

combinations of CKM elements. As these asymmetries are expected to be sizable, 

systematic errors will probably not obscure the signal. Various consistency checks 

will further reduce such errors. Most important, the Standard Model predictions 

for CP asymmetries in B” decays are free of hadronic uncertainties, at least in 

some channels. (For discussions of these predictions for CP asymmetries in B” 

decays, see refs. [5 - 91.) 

(iii) Is there new physics in the quark sector? 

CP asymmetries in B” decays test those aspects of the quark sector that are 
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most sensitive to the possible existence of new physics: CP violation, mixing in the 

neutral meson systems, and unitarity of the CKM matrix. (For general discussions 

of CP asymmetries in B” decays beyond the Standard Model, see refs. [lo - 121.) 

CP asymmetries in charged B-meson decays result from a different mechanism 

and necessarily involve strong interaction phases. Consequently, their theoretical 

interpretation is subject to hadronic uncertainties. Still, their measurement should 

be very useful. First, it may provide us with a first demonstration of CP violation 

outside the K system. Second, we may gain insight into the relevant aspects of 

strong interactions. 

In sections 2-5 of this chapter, we discuss CP asymmetries in B” decays: In 

section 2 we discuss the general formalism; In section 3 we analyze the Standard 

Model predictions and, in particular, explain the relation between the measured 

asymmetries and the angles of the unitarity triangle; In section 4 we discuss the 

sensitivity to new physics of various predictions and relations among the asymme- 

tries; In section 5 we describe how the asymmetries may be modified in specific 

models beyond the Standard Model. In section 6 we describe the mechanism of 

CP asymmetries in B* decays. Our conclusions are summarized in section 7. 

In this chapter we concentrate on the purely theoretical aspects of CP asym- 

metries in B decays. The experimental prospects for these measurements are dis- 

cussed in the chapter by I. Dunietz [13]. Th e reader may find there an analysis 

of the Standard Model predictions for the numerical values of the asymmetries 

and a discussion of various methods to extract clean information from additional 

modes that we do not discuss: angular analysis [14 - 161 of modes such as B + pp 

and isospin analysis [ 17 - 191 o modes such as B -+ 7r7r. We also leave out of our f 

discussion the subjects of CP asymmetries from Dalitz plot distributions [20 - 221 

and CP asymmetries in B” decays into non-CP eigenstates [23]. 
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GENERAL FORMALISM 

We consider a neutral meson B” and its antiparticle B”. An arbitrary neutral 

B-meson state, 

(1) 

is governed by the time dependent Schrodinger equation 

i-q;) = (A+) (;). (2) 

Here M  (the mass matrix) and I? (which d escribes the exponential decay of the 

system) are 2 x 2 Hermitian matrices. The two mass eigenstates are BH and BL 

(H and L stand for Heavy and Light, respectively): 

IBL) =P PO) + Q 13)) 

lB~)=plBo)-qIBO). 
(3) 

We neglect the tiny difference in width between BH and BL: 

(Ar << r because it is produced by channels with branching ratios of 0(10m3) 

which contribute with alternating signs [3].) We define: 

M  = (MH + ML)/4 AM E MH - ML. (5) 

With r12 < M l2, we have 

IQ/PI = 1. (6) 

(The arguments for Ar << AA4 are given in section 4.) The amplitudes for the 
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states BH or BL at time t can be written as 

aL(t) =aL(())e-(r/2+iML)t. (7) 

The proper time evolution of an initially (t = 0) pure B” [aL(O) = UH(O) = 1/(2p)] 

or ?? [aL(O) = -UH(O) = 1/(2q)] is given respectively by 

p;h&J) =9+(t) PO) + (qlp)9-(4 

p$l&) =(plq)9-(t) JBd +9+(t) 

I > $7 
I > $7 (8) 

where 

g+(t) = exp(-rt/2) exp( -iMt) cos(AMt/2), 

g-(t) =exp(-I’t/2)exp(-iMt)isin(AMt/2). (9) 

We are interested in the decays of neutral B’s into a CP eigenstate which we 

denote by fcp. We define the amplitudes for these processes as 

A - (~cPJ’FIIB~), 71= (fcppip?) . 00) 

We further define 

x_Q” 
P A’ (11) 

Then 

(fCPIw;hys(t)) =49+(t) + X9-Wl7 

( fc~l~l~pphys(t)) =A(p/q)[g-(t) + h+(t)]. (12) 

The time-dependent rates for initially pure B” or g states to decay into a final 
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CP eigenstate at time t is given by: 

I(B$,,,(t) + fcp) =JAj2emrt ’ +:‘I2 + ’ -:‘I2 cos(AMt) - ImXsin(AMt) 1 , 

I@&,(t) + jcp) =IA12emrt ’ +;‘I2 - ’ -:‘I2 cos(AMt) + ImXsin(AMt) 
[ 1 . (13) 

We define the time dependent CP asymmetry as 

afcp(t) = 
r(B;hys 0) + fCP> - ~@Ilys (t) + fCP> 

W&At) + ~CP> + r@,,,(t) + fcpj 
(14) 

Then 

afcp(t) = (I - lX12) cos(AMt) - 21mX sin(AMt) 
1 + IAl2 (15) 

If, in addition to (6), IA/XI = 1 so that IX] = 1, then (15) simplifies considerably: 

afcCp(t) = -1mX sin(AMt). (16) 

The quantity ImX which can be extracted from afcp(t) is theoretically very inter- 

esting since it can be directly related to CKM matrix elements in the Standard 

Model. 

THE STANDARD MODEL 

The measurement of the CP asymmetry (14) will determine ImX through (15). 

If IA/;7il = 1 (’ m which case the simpler expression (16) holds), then ImX depends 

on electroweak parameters only, without hadronic uncertainties. The condition 

which guarantees IA/AI = 1 is easy to find [24]. In the general case, A and z can 

be written as sums of various contributions: 

A =c Ai,ihe+i, 

71 = & Aiei&,-+i, 
(17) 

i 

where Ai are real, 4; are CKM phases and Si are strong phases. Thus, IAl = 1x1 if 
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all amplitudes that contribute to the decay have the same CKM phase, which we 

will denote by $0. In such a case 

As mentioned above, for I12 << Ml2 

q/p = ,/Mf2/M12 = e-2i4M, (19) 

where 4~ is the CKM phase in the B - B mixing. Thus 

x = e-2i(+M+$D) d ImX = - sin2(4M + $0). (20) 

(Note that each of 4~ and 4~ is convention dependent, but the sum 4~ + 4~ 

is not.) Indeed, ImX depends on CKM parameters only. In what follows, we 

discuss only those processes which, within the Standard Model, are dominated by 

amplitudes that have a single CKM phase. (For many cases where there are two 

contributions, one can still cleanly extract the CKM parameters through isospin 

analysis, if sufficient data is available on the full set of isospin related channels 

[13,17 - 191.) 

There are two systems of neutral B mesons. For mixing in the Bd [B,] system 

Ml2 oc ( &bI$)2 [( &by*,)2]. Consequently, 

Q 
0 
- 
p Bd VtbV$ ’ 

(21) 

There are several types of relevant decay processes. We will mainly concentrate on 

tree decays. (Where non-spectator processes (exchange or annihilation) contribute, 

they do so with the same weak phase as the spectator tree diagram and hence are 

included in the tree amplitudes here.) For decays via quark subprocesses b + 
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Eiuidj which are dominated by tree diagrams, 

Thus, for Bdj decaying through b + EiuiZj, 

ImX = sin 2 arg [ ($$I. 

(22) 

(23) 

For decays with a single KS (or I(L) in the final state, K - fi mixing is essential 

because B” + K” and 8 + 2, and interference is possible only due to K - ?? 

mixing. For these modes 

A= (;) (3 (p),; (;$=g$ (24) 

We will also mention decay processes b + Ssdj which are dominated by penguin 

diagrams. For these 

(25) 

Note that sign(ImX) d e en p d s on the CP transformation properties of the final state. 

The analysis above corresponds to CP-even final states. For CP-odd states, ImX 

has the opposite sign. In what follows, we give ImX of CP-even states, regardless 

of the CP assignments of specific hadronic modes discussed. 

CP asymmetries in B” decays into CP eigenstates provide a way to measure 

the three angles of the unitarity triangle independently of each other and without 

hadronic uncertainties. The unitarity triangle is a simple geometrical representa- 

tion of the relation 

which results from the unitarity of the three generation CKM matrix: the three 

complex quantities VidVii form a triangle in the complex plane. The three angles 
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of this triangle are defined by 

The aim is to make enough independent measurements of the sides and angles that 

this triangle is overdetermined and thus check the validity of the Standard Model. 

We now give three explicit examples for asymmetries that measure the three angles 

cy, /3 and 7: 

(i) Measuring sin(2,B) in B + $Ks. 

The mixing phase in the Bd system is given in Eq. (21), (q/p)Bd = (&~&)/(&b~~). 

With a single final kaon, one has to take into account the mixing phase in the K 

system given in Eq. (24), (q/p)K = (VcsVc:)/(Vc:Vcd). The decay phase (22) in 

the quark subprocess b + CG is 

P-9 

We get 

X(B + $Ks) = ($$) (E) (s) * ImX = -sin(2@. (29) 

(As +Ks is a CP = -1 state, there is an extra minus sign in the asymmetry 

which we ignore here.) Note that there is a small penguin contribution to b + ES. 

However, it depends on the CKM combination VtbVtz which has, to a very good 

approximation, the same phase (mod 7r) as the tree diagram which depends on 

&bVc*s- Since both amplitudes have the same weak phase, the analysis is not 

altered. 

(ii) Measuring sin(2a) in B + T+T-. 

The mixing phase in the Bd system is given in Eq. (21). The decay phase (22) for 
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the quark subprocess b -+ uiid is 

We get 

X(B + n+T-) = (E) ($) ==S ImX = sin(2cr). (31) 

In this case, the penguin contribution is still expected to be small, but it depends 

on the CKM combination VtzVtb which has a phase different from that of the tree 

diagram. Uncertainties due to the penguin contribution can be eliminated using 

isospin analysis [ 171, as discussed in the chapter by I. Dunietz [13]. 

(ii;) Measuring sin(2y) in B, + pliT,. 

The mixing phase in the’B, system is given in Eq. (21), (Q/~)B, = (~~&s)/(I&&~). 

Due to the final KS, the mixing phase for the K system has to be taken into 

account. The quark subprocess is the same as in B + 7r7rTT, namely b + uEd. We 

get 

A(& + pKs) = ($$) (E) (E) d ImX = -sin(2y). (32) 

The three examples that we gave above demonstrate that the three angles of 

the unitarity triangle can in principle be measured independently of each other. 

Perhaps most difficult will be the measurement of y, since achieving a high lumi- 

nosity source of B, will be very difficult. A way to measure y in Bd decays [26] is 

discussed in [13], but this too will be a very difficult experiment. In tables I and 

II we list CP asymmetries for various channels in Bd and BS decays, respectively. 

The asymmetries are denoted by ImX;,. The subscript i = 1,. . . ,5 denotes the 

quark sub-process. The sub-index q = d, s denotes the type of decaying meson, 

B,. The list of hadronic final states gives examples only. Other states may be 

more favorable experimentally. We always quote the CP asymmetry for CP-even 

states, regardless of the specific hadronic state listed. 
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TABLE I 

CP Asymmetries in Bd Decays 

1 Class 1 Quark 1 Final stat! SM 
(iq) sub-process (example) predictior 

1 Id 1 b+ ccs 1 J!JKS 1 -sin2P 

1 3d 1 Liid I 7r+7r- I sin2cr 

TABLE II 

CP Asymmetries in B, Decays 

1 Class 1 Quark 1 Final stat4 SM 

(iq) sub-process (example) predictior 

/ 

13.51 b-GEL2 1 pK,y I-sin27 

ii + ssd 
L 

1 

Finally, we mention that the sign of the various asymmetries is predicted within 

the Standard Model (and not only the relative signs between various asymmetries). 

Measuring the signs of several asymmetries may serve to test whether the KM phase 

is indeed the source of CP violation [25]. 
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SENSITIVITY TO NEW PHYSICS 

While each of the specific predictions in Tables I and II depends on many in- 

gredients of the Standard Model ( see e.g. a detailed discussion of ImXs, = - sin 2-y 

in ref. [12]), certain relations among asymmetries depend on fewer assumptions 

[ll, 251. For example, the relation IrnXrd =ImXzd depends only on the mechanisms 

of the tree-level decay and of K - K mixing (and not on the mechanism of B - B 

mixing or on the unitarity of the CKM matrix). Such relations are likely to hold in 

many extensions of the Standard Model. Conversely, if they fail to hold, this may 

imply exactly which ingredients of the Standard Model have to be superseded. 

To discuss the sensitivity of the analysis to new physics, we divide the various 

assumptions into five groups, and comment on each of them in 

a. In neutral B” systems, I12 << Mrz. 

Within the Standard Model, one can explicitly calculate the 

tities (assuming that a quark-level description is appropriate): 

r12 31r 1 rni -=-P-N 
Ml2 2 f2bt> mi 

10-2. 

turn. 

two relevant quan- 

(33) 

j’z(yt) is a slowly varying function of yt - mi/M&; it assumes values in the range 

{ 3, $} for yt in the range { 1, co}. However, it seems that the order of magnitude 

estimate holds far beyond the Standard Model [3]. For I’12 to be enhanced, one 

needs a new decay mechanism which significantly dominates over the W mediated 

tree decay. This is most unlikely; there seems to be no viable model that suggests 

such a situation. Therefore, a ratio I’r2/Ml2 significantly higher than in Eq. (33) 

is possible only in models where Ml2 is significantly suppressed. This requires fine- 

tuning to cancel the known top contribution with some new physics mechanism. 

Again, we know of no model where a cancellation to two orders of magnitude is 

predicted. The argument is particularly solid for the Bd system, as it is supported 

by experimental evidence: AM/I’ - 0.7, while (upper limits on) branching ratios 

into states which contribute to l?r2 are 2 10b3. 
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b. The relevant decay processes (in classes i = 1,2,3) are dominated by the 

Standard Model tree diagrams. 

Within the Standard Model, there are contributions from penguin diagrams as 

well. If the matrix element for the penguin operator is not significantly enhanced, 

then these amplitudes are suppressed by a factor of (cry9/127r) ln(mf/mi) compared 
-- to the tree-level amplitudes. The situation is particularly promising in the & + ccs 

processes, where the CKM combinations for the tree and penguin amplitudes carry 

the same phase. It seems reasonable that for other tree decays (except for & -+ BUZ 

which we do not consider here) the effect is within 10% or less [27 - 291. In models 

of new physics , violation of this Standard Model assumption is possible if there 

is a new decay mechanism which competes with the W-mediated tree-level decay. 

Unlike our discussion of I12, the effect will be important even if it is comparable to 

the Standard Model diagram (and not necessarily dominating over it). However, 

experimental measurements of rare processes (e.g. B - B mixing or B + XfJ+e- 

decays) typically constrain the couplings or the scale of the new physics in a way 

which renders the contribution from the new physics to tree-level processes very 

small. For example, amplitudes from new physics at the 1 TeV scale typically give 

5 1% of the Standard Model tree amplitude. 

c. K - I( mixing is dominated by box-diagrams with virtual c-quarks. 

Even within the Standard Model there is a non-negligible long-distance con- 

tribution. The important ingredient is that the relevant CKM phase is (Q/~)K = 
v,‘,v,, 
KdVA ’ 

The validity of this assumption holds far beyond the Standard Model: 

Consider the condition on mixing in the K system from the measurement of the E 

parameter: arg(4412/I’l2)(mod 7r) = 6.6 x 10m3. It implies that, to an excellent ap- 

proximation, Ml2 and I12 carry the same phase (mod a). Assuming that the K + 

2w amplitude is proportional to V,*,V,,, we may use arg(q/p)K = 2 arg(Vz*dVtis) in- 

dependent of the model for mixing. A new mixing mechanism will not be revealed 

through CP asymmetries in B” decays as long as 

arg(VldIL) = arg(V,SdL)(mod r). (34) 
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Within any three generation model, Eq. (34) holds to an excellent approximation 

due to unitarity constraints. Even within extended models, Eq. (34) is likely to 

hold, but with contrived models it could be violated. 

d. B - B mixing is dominated by box-diagrams with virtual t-quarks. 

The Standard Model box-diagram is suppressed by being fourth-order in the 

weak coupling and by small mixing angles (the GIM mechanism). Thus, it is not 

unlikely that new physics contributions, even when suppressed by a high energy 

scale, will compete with or even dominate over the Standard Model diagram. In 

many models, such a new mechanism for mixing of neutral B’s is suggested (For a 

review, see ref. [30]). If th is is the case, there are two possibilities: 

(i) The phase of the new mixing mechanism is the same as that of the Standard 

Model mechanism. Consequently, the Standard Model predictions will not be 

violated, even though there is new physics in the relevant processes. As discussed 

in section 5, in most new physics models there is no reason to expect such a 

relationship. However the possibility that it could accidentally occur will make it 

difficult to convert a result in agreement with the Standard Model into bounds on 

the parameters of theories beyond the Standard Model. 

(ii) The phase of the new mixing mechanism is different from the Standard 

Model mechanism. Consequently, CP asymmetries in B” decays may be very 

different from the Standard Model predictions. They no longer measure the rel- 

ative phase between the CKM combinations that determine the decay and the 

mixing. Instead they measure the relative phase between the CKM combination 

that determines the decay and the phase from new physics that determines the 

mixing. As these new phases have no experimental constraints, their effect could 

be rather dramatic, e.g. give maximal asymmetry where the Standard Model pre- 

dicts zero asymmetry. 

e. The three generation CKM matrix is unitary. 
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The relevant unitarity constraints are: 

If the full spectrum of colored fermions consists of the three known generations of 

quarks, the 3 x 3 CKM matrix is unitary, and all the constraints hold. Adding 

sequential quarks (namely, left-handed doublets and right-handed singlets) or non- 

sequential quarks (e.g. sum singlets of charge -l/3) leads to violation of (35). As 

emphasized in ref. [ll], a small violation of the unitarity constraints usually gives a 

significant new contribution to B - B mixing. (More specifically, if&b # 0 [Usb # 

01, there will be significant contributions from beyond the Standard Model to 

Bd-??d [B,-B,] mixing.) For CP asymmetries in B" decays, this second effect is 

the one that may give substantial deviations from the Standard Model predictions. 

From our general analysis of the assumptions a - e above, the following respec- 

tive conclusions follow in most models of new physics (see Tables I and II for the 

various (iq) assignments): 

a. A;, is of the form (IX;,] = 1): 

P-3 

The &-phase depends on the mixing amplitude of the decaying meson. The &- 

phase depends on the quark sub-process amplitude. The $%-phase (which differs 

from zero only for final states with an odd number of neutral kaons) depends on 

the I( - I( mixing amplitude. 

b. For classes i = 1,2,3 the &-phases are given by 

For classes i = 4,5, the dominant direct decay mechanism within the Standard 

Model is the penguin amplitude. We include them in the tables for completeness, 

but will not discuss them in detail. A detailed analysis is given in ref. [25]. 
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c. The 4% factor is given by: 

On the other hand: 

d. 4$ may differ significantly from the Standard Model values, if there are 

new contributions to the mixing of neutral B's, and if these contributions carry 

new phases. 

e. The unitarity constraints on U&, and U& may be significantly violated in 

models of extended quark sector. 

Within the Standard Model, the asymmetries measure angles in the complex 

plane between various combinations of the charged current mixing matrix, as those 

determine both b decays and B, - BP mixing. These angles are calculated within 

the Standard Model on the basis of direct measurements and unitarity of the 

CKM matrix. Within models of new physics, unitarity of the charged current mix- 

ing matrix may be lost, but this is not the main reason for the asymmetries being 

modified. The reason is rather that, when B, - z* mixing has significant contri- 

butions from new physics, the asymmetries measure different quantities, namely 

angles between combinations of elements of the charged current mixing matrix 

determining b decays and elements of mixing matrices in sectors of new physics 

(squarks, multi-Higgs, etc.) which determine B, - zq mixing. In view of these 

observations, let us examine which of the predictions of Tables I and II are likely 

to hold and which may be violated with new physics [11,25]. 

The predictions 

Im Xld = Im X2d, Im X1, = Im Xz9, (39) 

do not depend on the mixing mechanism for neutral B's. Instead, they depend 

only on the mechanism for tree-level decays and for K - i? mixing. They will hold 
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as long as & + $lq K = $$ + c$Z. As explained above, this relation will hold in all 

but some very contrived models with both new mechanism for K - K mixing and 

extended quark sector. 

The predictions 

Im Xrd = Im Xhd, Im X1, = Im &, (40) 

do not depend on the mixing mechanism for neutral B’s. Instead, they depend 

only on the mechanism for direct decays and the unitarity constraint Usb = 0. They 

are likely to be violated in any model with Usb # 0. Similarly, certain relations 

between asymmetries in classes i = ‘43 and i = 5 will be violated if i!& # 0. 

The prediction 

Im X1, = 0 (41) 

depends on the mechanism for tree-level decays, on the unitarity constraint Usb = 0 

and on the mechanism for B, mixing. It is likely to be violated in models with 

new phases in B, - ??, mixing. 

The predictions 

Im &d = - sin(zp), Im Xsd = Sin(k), (42) 

depend on the mechanism for tree-level decays, on the unitarity constraint U,#, = 0 

and on the mechanism for Bd mixing. They are likely to be violated in models 

with new phases in Bd - Bd mixing. 

Finally, we note that the three angles deduced from measurements of the 

Im Xrd, Im &d and Im Ads will sum up to 180’ whenever the amplitude for B, -3, 
mixing is real [ll]. Th is is independent of whether they correspond to the angles 

of the unitarity triangle or not. 
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BEYOND THE STANDARD MODEL 

We now briefly survey relevant models of new physics. As explained in previous 

sections, we look for violation of the unitarity constraints: 

t?!&, = 0; i&, = 0, (43) 

and, more important, for contributions to Bq - B* m ixing which are different in 

phase and at least comparable in magnitude to the Standard Model contribution: 

1. Four quark generations [31 - 341: 

There are no new tree-level contributions to b decays. Thus, I’12 remains 

unmodified and the direct tree-level decays are still dominated by the W-mediated 

diagrams. Unitarity of the CKM matrix is violated: 

There could be significant new contributions to B, - z* m ixing. For example, a 

box-diagram with virtual t’ quarks contributes: 

(46) 

The full (4 x 4) m ixing matrix has three independent phases, which could appear 

in M l2. 

2. Z-mediated flavor changing neutral currents (FCNC) [35 - 361: 

There are tree-level Z-mediated contributions to b decays. Experimental con- 

straints imply that they are below 5% of the tree-level W-mediated diagram. Al- 

though I’12 has new contributions from 2 mediated diagrams, it is not expected 
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to be enhanced. The direct decays are still dominated by the W-mediated tree 

diagrams. Unitarity of the CKM matrix is violated: 

Uqb = Upb, (47) 

where uqb is a non-diagonal Z-coupling. There could be significant new contribu- 

tions to B, - Bq mixing from tree-level diagrams: 

(48) 

There are new independent phases in the neutral current mixing matrix which 

could appear in Ml2. 

3. Multi-Higgs doublets with natural flavor conservation (NFC): 

There are tree-level $+-mediated contributions to b decays. Experimental lim- 

its on the mass of the charged Higgs imply that they are negligible. Thus, there is 

no significant effect on I?12 and on direct decays. Unitarity of the CKM matrix is 

maintained. There could be significant new contributions to B, - ??* mixing from 

box-diagrams with charged Higgs. In a general n-doublet model with NFC, the 

couplings of the physical charged scalars to quarks are given by [37]: 

Y is the matrix that rotates the mass eigenstates charged scalars to the interaction 

eigenbasis. Without loss of generality we took 4;’ to be the Goldstone boson. The 

Y-matrix introduces new phases which are not related to those of VCKM. However, 

the leading contribution from dl-exchange diagrams to B - B mixing comes from 

the term proportional to mt. This gives (YlkI”&)(YlkI&)*, and has exactly the same 

phase as the Standard Model W-exchange contribution. Consequently, arg(Ml2) 

remains unmodified. 
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It is amusing to note that in the multi-scalar models with NFC and with 

spontaneous CP violation (SCPV), h w ere 6KM = 0 (so that the unitarity triangle 

becomes a line), CP asymmetries in classes i = 1,2,3 all vanish. (This was shown 

in detail for B + +Ks in ref. [38]. A more general discussion of the 6KM = 0 case 

is given in ref. [lo].) H owever, it seems that with the new limits on scalar masses 

from LEP, this class of models is phenomenologically excluded. 

4. Left-Right Symmetry (LRS) [39 - 401: 

There are tree-level WR-mediated contributions to b decays. Experimental lim- 

its on the mass of WR imply that they are negligible. Thus, there is no significant 

effect on PI2 and on the direct decays. Unitarity of the CKM matrix is main- 

tained. The experimental limits on M(WR) f rom K - I( mixing and the relations 

between the mixing matrices for WL and WR interactions imply that there could 

be no significant new contributions to B, - i?,r mixing. The only way to evade 

these conclusions is by giving up the left-right symmetry (namely, a model of 

SU(2),5 x sum x U(~)B-L gauge symmetry but no discrete L tf R symmetry), 

and even then one needs to fine-tune the quark sector parameters. 

5. Supersymmetry (SUSY) [41]: 

There are no new tree-level contributions to b decays. Thus, PI2 remains 

unmodified and the direct tree-level decays are still dominated by the W-mediated 

diagrams. Unitarity of the CKM matrix is maintained. There could be significant 

new contributions to B, -BP mixing from box-diagrams with intermediate gluinos 

and squarks. Whether these box diagrams carry phases that are different from 

those of the Standard Model box diagrams depends on the specific SUSY model. 

In the minimal SUSY model, only left-handed squarks (namely, superpartners of 

left-handed quarks) contribute. The couplings iCiJiJLj are proportional to the 

CKM element V& and thus no new phases are introduced: 

The function ASi can be found, for example, in ref. [30]. Thus CP asymmetries are 
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not modified in minimal SUSY models. However, in less restrictive SUSY models, 

there are contributions from box-diagrams with right-handed squarks as well. The 

mixing matrices are not related to VCKM and carry, in general, new phases [42]. 

We emphasize that (unlike our discussion of LRS models), the difference between 

minimal and extended SUSY models is only in simplicity and predictive power, 

but not in the basic theoretical principles, and thus extended models are not less 

motivated than the minimal ones. 

6. “Real Superweak” models [lo]: 

This generic framework assumes that AB = 1 processes are dominated by the 

Standard Model amplitudes, but AB = 2 processes may have significant new 

contributions. The only assumption additional to our general discussion is that 

these new contributions are real. This means that the phases from the direct 

decays @/A) remain the same as in the Standard Model. As for the mixing, while 

the phase in B, mixing (Q/~)B, remains the same, the phase in Bd mixing (q/p)~, 

is reduced. Consequently, this model predicts no modification of the Standard 

Model prediction for asymmetries in B, decays; a reduction in the asymmetry 

in B + $Ks; and a modification (in either direction) of the asymmetry in B --+ 
R+W-. This model demonstrates a general feature noted in ref. [II]: Even though 

the measurements of B + +li’s and B + 7rIT+rlT- do not measure p and (Y anymore, 

the angles deduced from these measurements will sum up with y (deduced correctly 

from B, + pKs) to 180’. This is guaranteed by the B, mixing amplitude being 

real. 

A summary of our conclusions is given in Table III. The second column de- 

scribes, for each model, whether unitarity of the three generation CKM matrix 

is maintained (a triangle) or violated (a quadrangle). The third column gives an 

example of a new contribution to B, - zq mixing. Unless otherwise mentioned, 

the contribution could be large and carry new phases. 
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TABLE III 

Effects of new physics on CP asymmetries 

Model CKM 
Unitarity 

SM 

Four Quark 
Generations 

M;,y;-EFpr 

(General) 
______- ---am----------- 

(+ SCPV) 

Z-tvl;dialiad 

LRS 

SUSY 
(General) 

__s---m--w. 

(Minimal) 

“Real Superweak” 

I I 
QLI - 1 qL Unmodified 

9 
No New Phases 

Modified for Bd 

Unmodified for B s 

a 
8-90 

B-8 
Mixing 

SM P$@ns 

Modified 

No New 
Phases 

Unmodified 

__--------- 

All As mmetries 
d anish 

Modified 

Unmodified 

Modified 

c-7nc-l 
D,“O, 
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. 

CP VIOLATION IN CHARGED B DECAYS 

One of the outstanding questions on CP violation is whether all CP violation 

phenomena are due to neutral particle mixing, as predicted by the superweak class 

of theories, or instead whether there are direct CP violating decays. Measurement 

of a non-vanishing value for the parameter c’ in the K-system would give evidence 

for the latter conclusion, but is proving an exceedingly difficult task [43]. An 

alternate way to study this question is via the search in charged B decays for CP 

violating differences of the form 

Uf = 
r(B+ + f)- r(B- +T) 
r(B+ -+ f)+ r(B- +s") (51) 

where f is any final state channel and f is its CP conjugate. Although CPT 

symmetry requires that the total B+ and B- decay widths are the same, specific 

channels or sum over channels can contribute to asymmetries of the form (51). The 

conditions for this to occur are quite simple. There must be interference between 

two separate amplitudes that contribute to the decay B+ + f with different weak 

phases and with different strong phase shifts (induced from final state rescattering 

effects). To see this, let us rewrite Eq. (15) for the case of two contributions: 

A(B+ + f) =AleiC61+41) + A2ed(S2+d2) , 

A(B- + 7) =Alei@+) + A2ei(62-42) . 
(52) 

Again, the quantities Al and A2 are real, the phases 61,~ represent strong interac- 

tion phase shifts while $1,~ are the weak interaction phases (arising from the CKM 

matrix in the Standard Model). A little algebra then shows that 

af c( Al A2 sin(Sr - 62) sin( $1 - 42) . (53) 

Within the Standard Model, it was recognized by Bander, Silverman and Soni 

[44] that these conditions can readily be met in three types of B decays: 
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(i) CKM suppressed B decays. The tree amplitudes for b -+ SUE (or b + duz) 

can interfere with penguin type processes which lead to the same quark content 

for the final states. 

(ii) CKM forbidden B decays. In the channels b + sd& b + ddz, b + sss 

and b ---) dss, which have no tree contributions, there can still be asymmetries due 

to the interference of penguin contributions with different quarks in the loop. In 

the Standard Model there are three such contributions, corresponding to the three 

different charge 2/3 quarks. For example, in b -+ dss 

&+dsx = %d&,dszi + ‘%dAc,dss + WAt,dsci (54) 

where v,d is the CKM combination 

vxd = V$Vxd (55) 

and Az,dsx is the corresponding penguin amplitude (including the strong phase 

shift). Similar expressions hold for the other three decay modes mentioned above. 

The unitarity of the CKM matrix requires 

vuq + vcq + Vtq = 0 - P-9 

It is conventional to use this constraint to eliminate vtq and thus rewrite, for the 

above example, 

&-+dsx = wAut(ds~) + wAct(dsS) . (57) 

This then leads to an asymmetry 

QX 0~ Im ( vtpcd) Im (A$Lt ) (58) 

provided the quantities A,, and AUt have different strong final state phases. The 

phases of the penguin amplitudes can be evaluated by examining the various pos- 

sible cuts of the diagrams. If the u and c quarks were degenerate, the two contri- 

butions A,, and A,, would be identical and the asymmetry would vanish. 
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Since the penguin amplitudes are each of order oS it is clear that the penguin- 

2 penguin interference term is of order cy,. Thus a consistent perturbative calculation 

must take into account all other order (Y: contributions to the rate [45]. The use 

of perturbation theory in os is argued to be reasonable because the processes are 

dominated by the kinematic scale (mb - ml) x ??-Q and CY, at this peak is a small 

quantity. 

(iii) Radiative B decays. Th e mechanism for CP asymmetries is similar to that 

of the pure penguin cases discussed above, except that the leading contribution to 

the decay is an electromagnetic penguin. 

A fourth case of particular interest [26,46] is the channel B + D&K where 

%P is defined by its decay to a CP eigenstate. Here interference between the 

Do and 3 tree contributions can give rise to CP violation. This channel could 

provide a measurement of the angle y of the unitarity triangle. This is discussed 

in further detail in [13]. 

Detailed studies of expected asymmetries in charged B decays for classes (i) 

and (ii) above have been recently carried out by Gerard and Hou [47] and by 

Simma, Eilam and Wyler [48]. Both groups reach similar conclusions; namely, 

aSUii7 asd;i and ass5 are a few tenths of a percent, while for the rarer processes add;i 

and a&s could be as large as a few percent. Earlier estimates based on model 

calculations [49] g ive larger asymmetries but the result is highly model dependent. 

Estimates of asymmetries in baryonic modes are given in ref. [50]. Asymmetries in 

radiative B decays have been studied by Soares [51], finding as7 - (1 - 10) x 10s3 

and adr - (1 - 30) x 10e2. 

Most of the calculations quoted above give asymmetries for particular quark 

processes. There remains the problem of how to convert these numbers into reliable 

estimates for rates and asymmetries in particular exclusive (few body) channels. 

Each configuration of final hadrons corresponds to some integral over quark kine- 

matics, but unfortunately we have no way to reliably determine the weighting of 

that integral. Since the calculated quark-level asymmetries depend on the momen- 
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turn transfer to the qij pair and even change sign as a function of this variable 

in some cases, it is very difficult to convert the quark estimates into estimates 

for exclusive hadron processes. Furthermore, because of the dependence of the 

asymmetry on the difference of strong phases as well as that of the weak phases, 

calculations are sensitive to other aspects of hadronization. In the quark dia- 

gram calculation, the long-range final state hadron-hadron interaction phase shifts 

are ignored, except in the sense that final-state interactions which involve quark- 

antiquark annihilation processes are included in the absorptive part of the penguin 

processes. The assumption of small final-state phase effects from hadronization, 

known as the factorization assumption, is built into the calculations but has not 

yet been well tested. Wolfenstein has argued [52] that hadronization can result in 

final-state phase shifts which could decrease the resulting asymmetries compared 

to the quark-diagram perturbative calculations. This question remains an open 

one. 

Even without further suppression due to such effects, the predictions of refs. 

[47] and [48] suggest that the CP violations in charged B decays predicted by 

the Standard Model will be extremely difficult to observe, requiring of order 

lOlo B’s for exclusive b -+ s modes and of order 10’ B’s for exclusive b + d 

modes. In ref. [47] ‘t 1 is suggested that this can be improved to perhaps as low 

as lo7 B’s if one can sum all two-body or quasi two-body b + dss modes, but 

the experimental difficulties of such a semi-inclusive measurement may defeat this 

theoretical improvement. The situation is even more difficult for the radiative 

decays [51], which give comparable asymmetries but have lower branching ratios. 

Although the uncertainties inherent in the calculations described above leave 

some small possibility of larger effects (see for example the model predictions of ref. 

[49]), it seems to the present authors that the calculations are sufficiently reliable 

that asymmetries an order of magnitude larger than predicted in refs. [47,48,51] 

would have to be interpreted as evidence for some CP violating mechanism that 

arises from sources beyond the Standard Model. Various “beyond standard” mod- 

els contain novel CP violating decay mechanisms which could be comparable to the 
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Standard Model penguin contributions. For example, with four quark generations 

there is a penguin diagram with an intermediate t’ which depends on additional 

phases of the 4 x 4 mixing matrix; in models with Z-mediated flavor changing neu- 

tral currents there is a tree diagram which depends on new phases in the neutral 

current mixing matrix. 

The net conclusion of this section is unfortunately that with regard to the 

charged B decays the situation is not unlike that for e’ of the I( system. The 

Standard Model predicts a small effect that will be experimentally very difficult 

to measure. However, any program of physics for a B-factory should certainly 

attempt to measure as many different asymmetries of the form (51) as possible. 

Any large non-zero result could provide a clue to physics beyond the Standard 

Model. 

CONCLUSIONS 

CP violation is one of the least understood aspects of the Standard Model; 

Its observation in B decays is crucial in testing the Standard Model picture of 

CP violation arising solely from the KM phase. Particularly promising are CP 

asymmetries in neutral B decays into CP eigenstates which are subject to clean 

theoretical interpretation and seem to be experimentally most accessible. CP 

asymmetries in charged B decays would demonstrate the existence of direct CP 

violation but involve theoretical uncertainties and experimental difficulties. The 

measurement of CP asymmetries in B decays should constitute a whole program: 

the more classes of asymmetries measured, the more precisely we determine the 

CKM parameters within the Standard Model, and the better we understand the 

detailed nature of new physics which may account for deviations from the Standard 

Model predictions. 
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